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INTRODUCTION
The electrolytic
auxiliary

refining process, while usually considered

process used in conjunction

tion, deserves

a special niche in the complex metallurgy

The development

of electrolytic

largely responsible
Conversely,

with pyrometallurgical

copper refining,

for the prominence

part in the development

The aims of electrolytic

refining

influence

Impurities

of copper; electrolytic

than Lake copper, a fire-refined

deposits.

Moreover,

small quantities
Refining

that their recovery

Most of the world's

provides

a means for the

alone would not be practicable.

of Copperl

Much of this copper concentrate

directly to matte in reverberatory

furnaces;

trate is high in pyrite or pyrrhotite,
sulfur.

smelted in blast furnaces.
copper in basic-lined

of copper are often asso-

copper comes from sulfide minerals,

by flotation.

roasted to eliminate

prod-

metals, which sometimes are present in such

and the Metallurgy

concentrated

cop-

copper is a good collector

metals; and since the minerals

of the precious

the production

of gold and silver associated

ciated with gold and silver, electrorefining
recovery

is

industry played

are twofold--

conductivity

per has a higher conductivity

of precious

for example,

such as iron and arsenic have a marked

on the electrical

uct of the Michigan

of copper.

of the copper industry.

of copper of high purity and the recovery
with the covper.

extrac-

of the electrical-~ndustry.

it could be stated that the electrical

an important

an

however,

the concentrate

which are
is smelted

if the concenis first

In a few cases heavy pyrite ores are
The copper matte is converted to blister

converters,

and the blister

- I -

copper fire-refined

to fftough pitch" copper.

Relative

follows the furnace refining,
bulk of the impurities

to the electrolytic

fire refining

process which

serves to el~inate

the

in the copper, thus removing most of the load

from the more expensive
Theory of Electrolytic

electolytic

process.

Refiningi,2

The theory of electrolytic

refining is based on the two funda-

mental laws of Faraday:
1.

The mass of an element liberated

proportional
2.

or deposited

to the quantity of electricity

The mass of an element liberated

a given quantity of electricity

at an electrode is

that passes.

or deposited by the passage of

is propertional

to the ,atomic weight

of the element divided by its valence.
The first law can be put into the mathematical

M - Zit

=

form:

Mq

where:
Z is a constant for the element called its elcetrochemical

equiv-

alent.
M is the mass of the element ~iberated

or deposited.

i is the current and t the time that the current passes through
the electrolyte.
q is the product

of the current and time.

If M is in grams and q in coulombs,

Z is the number of grams liberated

or deposited by the passage of one coulomb of electricity.
The second law can b e stated in different ways.

The ratio of

the atomic weight of an element to its valence is called the chemical
equivalent.

The amount of the element in grams equal to the atomic

weight is the gram-atomic weight.

Now it was found that one coulomb

- 2 -

of electricity

sets free 0.001118 grams of silver from a solution of

a silver salt.

The ratio of the gram-atomic weight and electro-

chemical equivalent is:

107.88
0.001118

=

96,494 coulomb s

Thus 96,494 coulombs, usually rounded off to 96,500, are r,equired to
liberate or deposit one equivalent of a substance.
electricity

is called a faraday.

This quantity of

If a faraday of electricity

through a solution containing several electrolytes,
equivalents

the sum of the

set free at each electrode is theoretically

The passage of electricity

through an electrolyte

There is no flow of electrons in an electrolyte,

is passed

equal to one.

is called electrolysis.
the current being

transported by ions that diffuse through the electrolyte •. Thus electrolytic or second class conductors are associated with a movement of
matter.

Aqueous solutions of aCids, bases, and most inorganic salts

are electrolytic

conductors.

The basic principles of electrolysis

and

of copper refining can be explained by the use of a simple illustration.

+

1
cu
~

cuso;
H2SO4

1
cu
'---

Figure 1
Figure I is a simple electrolytic

cell containing two bars of copper

immersed in an aqueous solution of copper sulfate and sulfuric acid,
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the latter being used to increase the conduction

of the electrolyte.

The bars of copper, which are connected to a source of direct current,
are called the anode and cathode, the positive

charged one being re-

ferred to as the anode and the negative charged bar the cathode.
direction

The

of the current is assUllledto be from positive to negative,

while the flow of electrons is from negative to positive.

v1hen cur,

rent is passed through the cell, copper from the anode will be oxidized
by removal of two electrons:

eu -

+~

2 e = Cu

The copper ions will go into solution and through random diffusion
reach the cathode where they are reduced by the addition of two electrons:
Cu++

t

2 e

= Cu

Since equal amounts of copper are involved in the anodic and cathodic
reactions,

there is no change in the electrolyte

and the cell reaction

is zero.
In the electrolytic
the same.

refining

of copper, the basic principles

The impure copper, product

of the fire-refining

made the anode; and a suitable cathode is provided
of the reduced copper ions.

0.5

per cent impurities,

potential,

are

furnace, is

for the deposition

Since the anodes usually contain less than

the amount is too small for a decomposition

and calculations

are made on the basis of pure copper.

thOlgh all metals below copper in the electromotive
dissolve in the electrolyte,

Al-

series should not

and all metals above copper in the series

should dissolve but not deposit on the cathode, the high voltage imployed in industrial
impurities.

refining will result in some deposition

The rreater the concentration

- 4 -

of the impurities

of
in the

.e'Lecbr-o'lyt.e , the greater the contamination
late the allowable
compensate

limits of impurities

for evaporation,

the impure electrolyte

of the cat.hode,

in the electrolyte,

the electrolyte

and to

is periodically

Tlbled",

being replaced by fresh "makeup" solution,.'

Two systems are used in electrolytic
series systems.

To regu-

refining--

They differ in two main respects:"

the multiple and
the arrangement

and

,

tYl)e of electrodes used and the electrical
.

trodes and tanks.

In the multiple

are arranged electrically

connections

between elec-

,

.

in parallel

In the series

of impure copper serve both as anode and cathode,

the electrodes being electrically
electrode

cathodes

in each cell or tallie. Thin

copper sheets called starting sheets are the cathodes.
system the electrodes

.

system alternate ahod~sand

and tank arrangements

in series.

Figures 2 and 3 show

of the multiple and series systems •

.+
' , 'I,'

I
I

Figure 2.

-+----f--lllllllill

The Multipie

System

111111111III H ll-J-l-Ii
Figure 3.

! • ~ •

~

The Series System

It is evident that in the Multiple

system the electrode~
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in each tank

are electrically

in parallel

or multiple,

In the series system both the electrodes

and the tames are in series.
and the tanks are electrically

in series.
The Series System
Little is known of the history of the series refining process.
According

to Walker3,

at the Baltimore

in 1893 the Hayden series system was in operation

Electrolytic

Refining

Company, Baltimore,

The plant had a capacity of 1200 tons of electrolytic

~aryland.

copper per month.

In the Hayden system the copper was cast into cakes which were rolled
into sheets 11 inches vvide, 24 inches long, and ~ inch thick.
frame held two of these sheets, one above the other.

A wooden

The dimensions

of these anodes or stands as they were called were 22 inches high, 24
:1
inches wide, and 4
inch thick.

that had six compartments
partment

contained

The stands were placed in slate tanks

separated by slate partitions.

135 stands.

Current was delivered

to the head anode of each compartment

electrically

from a bus bar

and was taken off from the cath-

ode at the tail end of each compartment.
anodes and operated electrically

Each com-

Thus the tank contained 1620

in parallel, but each compartment

in series4•

The Smith series system was in operation at the Electrolytic
per Company at Ansonia,
pany, Philadelphia,

Connecticut,

Pennsylvania.

were placed hori~ontally
position;

was

and at the Pennsylvania

it would require

Salt Com-

In the Smith system the anodes

in the tanks instead of the usual vertical

however, the method was soon discarded because

erating difficulties3•

Cop-

If such a system was technically

greater tank-room

series system.

- 9

of many opfeasible,

space than either multiple

or

About 1892 the Nichols Chemical

(now the Nichols Copper Company)

,
installed

a plant using the series system at Laurel Hill, New York.

Details of the Nichols

series system were kept secret until 1925 when

Edward H. Robie published
and Johnson presented

an article on the plantS.

a paper on the Nicols

American Electrochemical

Society6.

Harloff and Johnson7 at a meeting
and Metallurgical

Engineers

In 1930 Harloff

system at a meeting of the

A second paper was presented by
of the American

in 1934.

Institute

of Mining

The data in this report are from

these papers.
Nichols Copper Company
Ores and concentrates
the principal

material

are received from North and South America, but
received is blister

throughout

the world.

production

of a 59-percent

copper from various smelters

Smelting is done in a blast furnace with the
matte.

Because of the high copper content

of the matte, it is blovm directly to blister
converters

copper in Pierce Smith

and cast in molds operating under the converters.

Foreign

blister copper is combined with the cast copper and melted and refined
in an anode furnace.

Table gives typical analyses of the blister cop-

per handled at the plant.
Table 1
Per cent
Cu

Oz. Ag
jTon

Oz. Au

Per cent
As

Per cent
Sb

Nichols

96.00

15.00

0.70

0,20

0.15

Katanga

96.50

51.80

0.015

0.201

0.009

Rio Tinto

98.79

18.40

0.33

0.158

0.019

Pyrite

98.60

46.00

0.04

0.142

0.015

¥agma

99.15

59.20

0.60

0.045

0.025

u. v. x.

99.15

17.90

0.36

0.025

0.008

Brand

r=
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Table 1 (Cont)
Granby

99.25

32.50

1.10

0.003

0.005

Phelps 'Dodge

99.20

25.00

0.50

0.005

0.006

Tennessee

99.20

8.50

0.05

0.005

0.006

Ducktown

99-.15

5.60

0.05

0.0044

0.0034

Bor

99.10

3.50

0.96

0.0022

0.004

Noranda

99.20

14.00

3.10

0}004

0.004
,

Brand

,

Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
Pb
Ni and Co
Zn
Fe
5
5e and Te

Nichols

0.30

0.80

0.01

0.05

0.10

0.02

Katanga

0.40

0.038

0.20

0.30

1.09

0.0002

Rio Tinto

0.069

0.040

0.017

0.08

0.109

0.0065

Pyrite

0.240

0.044

0.01

0.044

0.181

0.002

Magma

0.035

0.034

0.002

0.022

0.032-

0.0135

0.007

0.035

0.002

0.045

0.05

0.oh5

Granby

0.025

0.065

0.002 <

0.030

0.15

0.025

Phelps Dodge

0.03

0.040.002

0.04

0.035

0.03

Tennessee

6.013

0.025

0.002

0.044

0.023

0.025

Ducktown

0.047

0.093

0.002

0.053

0.0'74

0.016

Bor

0.003

0.012

0.002

0.080

0.012

0.0007

Noranga

0.005

0.025

0.002

0.025

0.151

0.102

U.

v. x.

Anodes
Special attention is given to the anodes to insure that the anodes
do not cause trouble in the tanks. The molds are painted with a finely
ground (98 to 99 per cent minus-200 mesh) suspensionof silica in water.
After casting the anodes are ai_rcooled and removed to a flat bed where
they are straightenedand prepared for use in the tanks. The dimensions
of the anodes are 12 inches wide, 56 inches long, and 9/16 inch thick,
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with two ears that are punched (li-inch round holes) to form su~pension
•
lugs. The weight of the anodes vary from 90 to 110 pounds depending on
the minor deviations in thickness that occur and on the desired production
rate.

As the cathode copper is deposited on the surface of the anode,

one side of the anode is sprayed with a hot (180 C.) solution of 25 per
cent sodium. resinate to facilitate the removal of anode scrap after
electrolysis without increasing the electrical resistance of the anode
surface to any great extent.

Table 2 gives the impurity limits of the

anodes.
':fable2
Copper, per cent

99.20 - 99.60

Oxygen, per cent

0.10 - 0.30

Arsenic, per cent

0.03 - 0.141-1.

Antimony, per cent

0.01 - 0.06

Lead, per cent

0.02 - 0.12

Selenium and tellurium,
per cent

0.02 - 0.17

Nickel and cobalt,
per cent

e.06 - 0.27

Iron, per cent

0.001 - 0.0026

Silver, oz. per ton
Gold, oz. per ton

10 - 48
0.2

,:!

2.4

Electrolytic Tanks
The tanks consist of wooden or concrete shells 4 inches thick,
With a 2-inch bottom lining made from a mixture of oil, asphalt, and
sand.

The inside dimensions are 16 feet by 5 feet

4

inches by 5 feet

2 inches, with cap ings or wooden spacing blocks on each side forming
slots that hold the suspension bars carrying
holds 510 anodes on 102 suspension bars.

- 9-

5

anodes each.

Each tank

In addition totthe re~llar

anodes, a 2~ inch by 2~ inch copper bus bar spans the vddth of the tank
and holds 5 l50-pound

anodes 'which introduce the current to the tank.

At the other end of the tank, 5 45-pound cathodes are suspended from a
similar bus bar which conducts the current out of the cell.

The anodes

are spaced 1 13/16 inches center to center, ~ inch' between adjacent
anodes on the same suspension

bar, 5 inches from the bott9m of the

tank, with a l-inch clearance

on each side of the tank.

are suspended from suspension bars by acid-resistant

The anodes

cast copper-

alloy links.
The composition

of the electrolyte

is as shown in table 3.

Table 3
Per cent
2.8

Copper
Free sulfuric acid

17.5

Arsenic

0.24

Antimony

0.01)'

Nickel

0.70

Iron

0.04

The electrolyte

is circulated

through the tanks at the rate of four

gallons per minute per tank at a temperature
power consumption
temperature,

could possibly

of about 1220 F.

Although

lowered ~~th a higher electrolyte

the increase in steam consumption

rolyte and the fact that hot electrolyte

in heating the elect-

softens the lining of the
The 1220 F. then is the

tank rule out increased

solution temperature.

most economical

The solution height is controlled by a hard

point.

rubber overflow line fitted with a lead cup located at the center of
one side near the top of the tank.

The quality of the cathode deposit
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is controlled by the addition of one ounce of glue and one pound of
goulac for every fifty tons of cathodes produced.
Operating Data
At the start of the operation the electrolyte
tanks with 2~inch

is pumped into. the

hose until six inches of the anodes are submerged.

At that point the current is turned on; hot electrolyte

~ll

the resinous coating on the anodes, and it is necessary

to deposit

Copper as quickly as possible.
days depending

8 per cent.

dissolve

The tank cycle varies from 13 to 34

on the desired production

rate.

Anode scrap is about

The current density has been varied from 13 to 26 amperes

per square foot.

No data are available on the efficiencies

of the

operation.
~heory of Series Refiningl
sulfate cell shown in figure 1.

Consider the simple copper-copper

If instead of one anode and one cathode another bar of copper is suspended between the two as in figure

4,

copper oxidized from anode A

+

4

Figure
would be reduced and deposited
electrical

connec~ion with A or C.

there is a potential
However,

on the left side of B, which has no
This is due to the fact that

gradient between

the anode A and the cathode C.

the left side of B is negative with respect to A, and the

- 11 /1

right side is positive relative to the cathode C.

The net, result of

such a cell would be the d eposi tion of copper on the left side and the
oxidation and solution of copper on the right with final deposition
on the cathode C.

In the series system a numbe~ of electrodes

between the true anode and cathode.

These anodes, a misnomer

to them by indust~J, are correctly termed intermediate

are placed
applied

or ,bipolar

electrodes.
A Comparison

between the Series and Multiple Systems8

Below are listed the contended
multiple

systems.

Much is written

advantages

of the series and

of the advantages

of each. systems,

and yet no data are available

to support some of these claims.

·suggested that the advantages

and disadvantages

as a basis for investigation
Advantages

It is

of each system be used

until more data are published.

of the series system;

1.

Less power is required

2.

~ess scrap is produced.

for a given amount, of copper refined.

3. Less tank-room space is required for a given capacity.

4.

The amount of copper tied up in the plant is less than that of

the multiple system.
Advantages

of the multiple

1.

Less anode preparation

2.

Anodes containing

sy tern:
is necessary.

higher percentages

of impurities

can be treated.

3. Fewe~ short circuits occur in the multiple system.

4.

No stripping

5.

Better circulation

of the cathodes is required.
of the electrolyte

in the multiple

system.

6•.There is less loss of precious metals in the cathodes prod~ced.

- 12 -

Discussion4,8
Although

the current efficiency

is less in the series system, a

higper yield of copper per unit of power consumed is attained.
is supposedly

due to contact losses in the multiple

series system there is a heavy leakage
through the electrolyte

In the

(30 per cent) of current

under the anodes, but the resistapce

solution between the anodes is only'about
system.

system.

This

of the

one half that of the multiple

It is said that a given amount of power in the series system

1~11 produce 1.4 times the copper produced by t he multiple syste.

In

the series system the anodes are smaller and thus require 1 ess copper.

Also the copper in use in the construction

The multiple

system requires

of the tank is less.

about twice as much copper, which means

more copper is tie4 up in the plant.

Because the multiple

system uses

a lower voltage across the tanks, it is contended that less short
circuiting will occur.

The scrap in the series system is from 3 to 8

per cent, as compared to the 10 to

IS per

cent in the multiple

system.

Copper anodes sometimes contain as much as 400 to 500 ounces
of silver with gold.

Because

of the small spacing between anodes in

the series system, the loss of gold and silver is reputed to be large.
However, with in the range of the silver and gold treated at the Nichols
refinery,

the percent lost to the cathode has decreased

tion of the precious metals in the anodes has increased.
available

as the concentraNo data are

as to the allowable limits of silver and gold that this

relation will hold.
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THE PROBLEM
2
The literature ,6

makes reference to the fact that in series re-

fining the surface of the anode has an effect on the characteristics
of the process.
the performance

Just what effect a very rough surface would have on
is not stated.

In order to investigate

the influence

of surface on series refining, a set of anodes with straight,
surfaces was required for comparison.

smooth

The problem was to investigate

the means for attaining anodes that could be used for standards.

- 14 -

l

ANODE CASTllfG

Fire Refining
Fire refining is a two-phase
the impurities
and removed,

not eliminated

process--

the oxidation phase in which

in the converting

and the reduction

process

are oxidized

phase in which the saturated

of oxygen in copper is deoxidized

solution

or 1fpoledtl with green wood.

The

amount of oxygen remaining

in the bath is controlled

to give a "flat

setlf; that is, the surface

of an anode cast from copper at the right

amount of oxygen will have a flat surface, as distinguished
surface of other cast metals Where contraction
"pipes

It

at the surface.

in electrolytic

it will have a metallic

or casting properties.
for mechanical
Industrial

or

requirement

If the copper has been poled sufficiently,

luster and a rose color, and the fracture

will show a silky appearance
copper is overpoled,

results in cavities

A flat surface is an important

refining.

from the

ivith fine radiating

crystals.

If the

the copper wi.Ll,not have the correct "p.l.tch",
Tough pitch copper for wire bars and cakes

fabrication

contain from 0.03 to 0.05 per cent oxygen.

Casting of Anodesl

Anode copper is us~ally underpoled,
as high as 0.30 per cent.

the oxygen content reaching

Anodes for the multiple

about 3 feet square and 2 inches thick, weighing
pounds each.

system are usually

fromh50

The anodes in the series system are somewhat

to 750
smaller,

as shown by the anodes used at the Nichols plant.
Anodes

are usually cast in refined

copper molds that are prepared

from a cast-iron master mold or sand mold.

At one time hand ladling

was employed; but because of the increase in the size of furnace used
and the increased production

of copper in comparison

- 15 -

to earlier times,

casting machines,

of the straight-line

and circular types, have re-

placed the manual casting.
Anodes are almost always cast in open, or flat molds, the size
of which depends on the size of the electrolytic
istics of the electrolytic
rate.

tank, the character-

system used, and on the desired production

Before casting the mold is sprayed with a solution of fine

silica in water and preheated.'

About ~inch

mold, which will, of course, heat the mold.
and remelted.

The actual temperature

pouring is necessary

if an acceptable

(that is partially

These "warmers" are scrapped

of the mold is not known.

Smooth

anode SlITface is to result; the

stream of copper is controlled by regulating
of the furnace

copper is poured in the

the size of the tap hole

plugged with clay) as the level of

the copper in the anode furnace decreases.

The temperature

of the

molten copper is such that the surface of the anode will freeze a few
seconds after pouring is complete.

The pouring

spout is lifted, and

the anode is moved out from under the spout so that another mold can
take its place.

Water sprays are played on the anode to hasten cooling,

and the anode transferred

to a tank or water bosh where it is quickly

cooled to or near room temperature.
Theory of Copper Casting
If the anodes do not have the right pitch, the casting vvill be
porous and brittle instead of a dense and sound.
oxidation and reduction reactions
well known, the explanation
physical properties

in the fire-refining

of the mechanisms

the

process are

associated with the

of tough pitch copper, and the relation

quality of casting to such factors as temperature,
solubility

Although

of gases are still disputed.
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pressure,

of
and

Most metallurgists
the oxide CU20.
temperature

agree that oxygen combines with copper to form

The solubility

of CU20 in molten copper depends on the

of the copper, as shown by the equilibrium

/

1150

diagram of the

/

/1
--

1130
C)

j

I/)

~ 1110

/

bO
Q)

o
1090

V

1084·

1070 ~

r---I

/

1065·

3.4%

1050

o

4
6
Per cent Cu20

. 2

Figure
Cu-CU20 system in figure
is soluble in copper.

5.

8 per cent CU20

The CU-CU20 alloys freeze with the formation

of copper in a matrix

of

The structure then will be coarse

of fine eutectic Cu-Cu20.

The role of oxygen in influencing
is still uncertain.

5

At 1152 F., for example,

a eutectic at 3.46 per cent CU20.
crystals

8

the quality of copper castings

When ordinary tough pitch copper (0.03 to 0.05

per cent oxygen) is melted and treated with a strong deoxidizing
agent, the copper will be free of oxygen and will be quite ductile
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On the other hand, tough pitch copper that has been over-

malleable.

poled will exhibit such undesirable
ness, and decreased

electrical

properties

conductivity

as high porosity, brittle-

and will not have the right

pitch for casting.
Figure 6 shows the effect of impurities
tivity of copper.

on the electrical

The curves are based on comparisons

conduc-

of specimens con-

Te

100

F_-'

b
.:;
0=;
<..)

:::I
'0

c::

0
(.)

-..,
0
ell

98

tlO

C
CI)

~

s:
96

Figure 6
taining known amounts of impurities with the International
Copper Standar&L.
the conductivity

With the exception
throughout

of oxygen, all impurities

the entire range p~otted.

that oxygen combines with the impurities

Newton?

decrease
states

in copper to form insoluble

OXides that have little effect on the conductiVity,
the increase in con~uctivity

Annealed

This would explain

with oxygen contents of 0.02 to 0.05 per cent.
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B;rittleness is undesirable

in commercial

tant in casting anodes only in that it usually
anodes.

The presence

that the brittleness

to the impurities;

the brittleness

unsound
to the

will persist.

of overpoled copper is attributable

tough pitch copper contains

up these impurities

accompanies

of an excess of CU20 imparts brittleness

copper; yet if the copper is overpoled,
It is believed

castc.ng, but it is impor-

in the form of oxides.

sufficient

oxygen to tie

These minute inclusions,

if they so exist, would not impart brittleness.
Although

figure 6 shows that wi.t.hthe usual amounts of oxygen con-

tained in anode copper the conductivity
is doubtful if this is true.
are additive,

calculations

copper.

it

Assuming that the effect of the impurities

based on table 2 and the conductivity

indicate that Nichol anodes containing
have a conductivity

of the anode is decreased,

curves

the minimum amount of impurities

of 88 per cent relative to 101 per cent of tough pitch

There is no reason vmy oxygen over 0.05 per cent cannot tie up

the larger amount of impurities

found in anode copper.

No mention is made in the literature

that the 0.10 to 0.30 per cent

oxygen content of Nichols anodes has any effect on the porosity
pitch of the copper.
ties is not mown.

Vfuether this is due to the presence
According

to Phillips8,

pressure

of the impuri-

oxygen alone or combined

with copper as the oxide cannot cause gas bubbles.
that the dissociation

and

The contention

is

of CU20 is less than one atmosphere,

a

greater pressure being required to produce the reaction:

. Any gases that could dissolve in copper must come from two
sources:

gases in direct contact with the copper in the furnace and

gases resulting

from the poling of the copper.

Poling involves the
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•

destructive

distillation

hydrocarbons,

of green wood with the evolution of hydrogen,

carbon monoxide,

and water vapor.

Some of these. gases

reduce the cuprous oxide, and all of them serve to agitate the bath
and to hasten the deoxidation

reaction.

Table 4 gives the partial

pressure of water vapor, carbon dioxide, and sulfur dioxide in air
and in products

of combustion

these pressures

will be seen later.

of various fuels.

The importance

of

Table 4
Pressure
Source

in mm Hg
CO2

H2O

Air, 25 per cent relative
humidity at 10 c.
Air, 100 per cent relative
humidity at 30 C.
City gas

2.3

0.23

31.5

0.23

129

76

0.05

144

76

0.2

Fuel oil (0.5 per cent S)

90

103

0.2

Fuel oil (2.0 per cent s)

90

103

0.9

Natural

gas (raw)

Bituminous

129

coal

Coke

0.7

49.5
156

4

0.4

Some of the theories regarding the affect of these gases on the quality
of copper casting will now be discussed.
material presented

Unless otherwise noted, the

here is·from the work of Phillips9.

Hydrogen
Figure 7 shows the solubility
atmosphere pressure.
the hydrogen

of hydrogen in copper at one

The scales indicate the percentage

content in the copper and percentage

of hydrogen by

volume of the volume of t he copper that contains it.
contained

5.4 x 10-4 per cent hydrogen,
- ?O -

by weight of

the separation

If the melt
of hydrogen

•

could amount to

154

per cent of the volume

Separa.tion of gas during solidification

of the copper itself.

of copper is thought to be

~
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~
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Figure 7
the reason for uns.ound and porous castings.

In order for a gas

to separate from the copper at the freezing

point, the total pressure

must be greater than atmospheric

SievertslO

solubility
sure.

of hydrogen

The solubility

x 10-5 per cent.

pressure.

is proportional
of hydrogen

pressure

of 100 rom hydrogen.

solidifying

to the square root of the pres-

in solid copper at 1083

In order to maintain

the melting point, the surrounding

found that the

this percentage

atmosphere

c.

is 19

of hydrogen at

must have a partial

Also to obtain ga.s bubbles from the

copper, the solubility

at the freezing point must exceed
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\_..
\

19 x 10-5•

No refining-furnace

rich in hydrogen.

Pil1in~1

laboratory will have an atmosphere

compared the relative

so

diffusion rates of

gases in copper:
Gas

Relative

diffusion rates

N2

0.0

CO2

0.0

CO

17

H2O

65
1000

H2

Hydrogen is thought to dissolve interstitially,
diffuse through the copper at will.

permitting

it to

From the evidence cited above,

it is evident that hydrogen alone will not cause any in the transition
from liquid to solid.

However, when combined with oxygen as steam,

hydrogen is thought to have a serious affect on the quality of copper
castings.
Stearn
-Table

5

gives the volrunes of gas that can separate from molten

copper at 1065 C. from 0.0001 per cent by weight of various elements:
Table 5
Element

Gas

Hydrogen

H O
2

Carbon

C6

Sulfur

S02

2.7

Oxygen

H2O or CO

5.5

Oxygen

CO2 or S02

2.7

Volume (per cent of Cu)

44
or CO2
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7.2

It is not difficult to visualize
the result of gas separation
due to the incomplete

the possible

damage to the anode as

of this magnitude.

evolution

Level set is supposedly

of steam from the copper casting.

4.7

decrease in volume that takes place when copper freezes is about
per cent.

It is evident from the table that the separation

The

of one part

of hydrogen in the form of steam to 10 million parts of copper can
balance the liquid to solid shrinkage to produce a level set.
Steam is thought to be insoluble
per.

However, hydrogen and oxygen are more soluble in the liquid

copper than in the solid.
oxygen recombine
will

as such in liquid and solid cop-

gas."

!l

During solidification

the hydrogen

and

and steam is emitted with the result that the casting

A phenomenon

called "rainyfl metal, a spray of copper mist

above the surface of the copper, is thought to be due to copper that
has' been'overpoled

containing

a large runount of hydrogen.

pouring operation,

the copper will pick up oxygen, and steam will

separate even before solidification

begins,

causing

During the

"spittinll of the

liquid copper.
Sulfur Dioxide
The mechanism by which sulfur dioxide can cause gassing is similar
to that of steam in that the components,
soluble in mo~ten copper.

sulfur and oxygen, are highly

On cooling and freezing the sulfur and oxy-

gen recombine

to form the sulfur dioxide gas which is insoluble

solid metal.

Although

dissolves

in the

it has been knovm for a long time that sulfur

in molten copper, and that on freezing the copper sulfide

forms a eutectic with copper at 1067° C., it was as late as 1942 that
Floe and Chipman12
per according

showed that sulfur dio~ide dissolves

to the reaction:
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in molten cop-

6 CU (liq.) + s02 ~
Quoting Phillips,
following
1.

the evolution

+ 2 CU20

of sulfur dioxide depends

on the

factors:

"The equilibrium

S02 at an atmosphere
2.

CU2s

The equilibrium

relationship
pressure

between

sulfur and oxygen to create

in the liquid copper.

relationship

between

soli&if:ying copper and the

liquid copper.
3.

::r'he
rate of diffusion

Commercial

copper usually

of sulfur dioxide in the solid copper.1!
contains from 0.03 to 0.05 per cent oxygen

with less than 0.003 per cent sulfur.

The partial pressure

of sulfur

dioxide ydth oxygen and sulfur contents on the order mentioned
mm.

Table

4, page

20 showed the partial pressure

in various products
a partial pressure

of combustion.

is 0.05

of sulfur dioxide

There appears to be no fuel with

of sulfur dioxide less than 0.05 mm.

Therefore,

co

copper at pitch in the furnace for a considerable

time will pick up

sulfur from the atmosphere

According

surrounding

the melt.

to Phillips,

if the original sulfur content is more than 10.5 per cent of the oxygen,
sulfur dioxide will be evolved during the freezing
a very high internal

gas pressure

of the copper with

exerted on the solidifying

Since anode copper usually contains a relatively
sulfur, the oxygen content must correspondingly

casting.

high percentages
increased.

of

If molten

copper, for example, contains 0.02 per cent sulfur, the oxygen content
must be greater than 0.19 per cent to prevent
hand, Phillips

gassing.

On t he other

states that if the copper contains less than 0.0023

per cent sulfur, the sulf r will not separate as sulfur dioxide but
Ydll dissolve in the solid copper before a critical
tion in the liquid copper during freezing

- 24

sulfur concentra-

can be reached.

Carbon Monoxide
Bever and Flo-e13 showed that the solubility of carbon in liquid
copper is 0.0001 per cent at the melting point to 0.003 per cent at
o

1700 C.

Although this solubility is small, there is no doubt that

carbon can cause trouble in copper casting.

Carbon dissolves

accord-

ing to the reaction:

It is believed that carbon dioxide is insoluble in solid copper, and
the gas is evolved during the freezing of the copper.
Other gases
No data available as to the solubilities
dioxide, hydrocarbons,

hydrogen

of nitrogen,

sulfide in copper.

carbon

Much work remains

in the field of gases in copper.
Summary
It must be emphasize.d that the mechanisms

by which gases in cop-

per cause trouble are still disputed by metallurgists.

From the

theories of Phillips certain conclusions can be made which should not
be accepted as established theory; but until the subject of gases in
copper less controversial,

an open mind must be kept.
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LABORATORY CASTING OF ANODES
Series No.1
Since no data were available
to the electrolytic
mensions

as to the relative

cell, an arbitrarily

size of anode

chopenanode

with the di-

3t inches long, 3 inches wide, and i inch thick was selected.

With the current densities used in the series system (13 to 26 amperes
per square foot), a i-inch anode would permit a run of 132 hours in
the cell.

An allowance

the dimensions

for t he contraction

of the mold, which was constructed

inch by 12 inch by tinch,
mold was of the split type.

machining

However,

from a piece of 8

0.30 per cent carbon steel.

The vertical

The size of the stock available

ated making the mold higher than required,

4 inches.

of the copper was made in

necessit-

the length of the anode being

since the casting require

8

certain amount of

to smooth the surfaces, the anodes could be trinnned to the

required dimensions

Without much trouble.

a lime solution to prevent
The mold was preheated

The mold was pa.irrtedwith

the cast anode from sticking to the mold.

to temperatures

ranging from 1000 to 10000 C.

The copper used for the anodes was t-inch electrical

cable of an

assumed purity of 99.98 per cent and was melted in a 30-gram fire clay
assay crucible.

The c opper was melted in a gas-fired muffle furnace

capable of reaching a temperature

of 12000 C.

The molten copper was

deoxidized with small chunks of charcoal, which also served to prevent
reoxidation

in covering t.he surface of the melt.

Results
As the estimated maximum temperature

ofthe furnace was 12000 C.,

and the melting point of copper is 1083° C., the melt was superheated
at least 100 degrees, which was thought to be sufficient
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to retain the

copper in the liquid state until the casting was poured.
preheating

temperatures

structure,

i.e., a "cold set."

of the mold, the anodes had a layered
Preheating

of 7000 to 10000 C. resLuted in warping

of the mold at tern eratures

of the mold and anode.

In order to obtain data on the influence
anode on the characteristics

of the surface of the

of the series system, a set of nearly per-

fect anodes was needed for comparison.

It was impossible

small pieces of charcoal from going into the casting.
insoluble

to prevent

Carbon is

in solid copper, but the charcoal had no chance to rise to

the surface before the anode froze.
disclosed
covering

With low

inclusions

of charcoal.

Several anodes that were machined
The crucible was pierced below the

of charcoal in an attempt to eleiminate

the resulting

these inclusions,

but

pouring rate was too slow to obtain anodes that conformed

to the shape of the mold.
Although

the crucible holding the melt contained

less than two

pounds of copper, quite a few of them failed under the load at the high
temperature

that they were used, with the result that at least six melts

broke through the bottom of the crucible.
Discussion
The copper should be cast at a temperature
C. used here.

The amount of heat in a two-pound

higher than the 1200°
melt is not sufficient

to retain the copper in the liquid state until pouring is completed.
The anode should freeze from the surface inward.
occurs before the mold is completely

full will result in a cold set

that does not assume the shape of the mold.
ing rate is equally as important.
as possible

Any freezing that

For this reason the pour-

The copper must be poured as quickly

in view of the small margin between the temperature
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of the

muffle and the solidification

temperature

of the copper.

Th~ anodes as a whole vrere dense and sound.
determination

A specific

gravity

showed an average value of 8.8S, very close to the value

8.94 for electrolytic

copper.

Assuming

that all oxygen in the copper

was combined with copper as CU20, electrolytic

copper containing

per cent oxygen will contain 0.39 per cent CU20, whereas

o.oh

anode with

an oxygen content of 0.30 per cent will contain 2.68 per cent CU20.
If the specific gravity of anode copper containing
calculated

0.30 per cent' is

using the value 8.96 for pure copper and 6.0 for CU20~ the

specific gravity turns out to be 8.86, very close to the value of the
anodes cast in this investigation.

It is not illogical to assume that

the oxygen content of the anodes cast approximated
Figure ~ shows the microstructure

0.30 per cent.

of the copper anodes deoxidized

with charcoal.
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Figure 8
Microstructure of casting
Deoxidizer;
Charcoal
I1fag.200 x, Etch -,potassium
dichromate
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Series No.2
A flat, open mold, the dimensions

of which were

4 inches

long,

3 1/8 inches wide, and 9/32-inch deep, was preheated to about 8000 c.
The copper and type of crucible were the same as used in the melting
in series No. 1.

The molten copper was deoxidized

wood, simulating the practice used in commercial

or poled with green

refining.

No cover-

ing was used.
Results and Discussion
On pouring the molten copper into the graphite mold, the liquid
began to gas violently,
air.

ejecting drops of the molten copper into the

The casting did not have a level set when solidified,

e~1ibiting

a high ridge on the surface near the center of the anode; and when the
anode was quenched to room temperature,

the surface broke, exposing a

n~mber of ho~es that extended through the anode from surface to surface, as shown by figure 9.

Figure 9
Sufficient

time had lapsed for the deoxidation
- 30 MONTANA SCHOOL OF MINES LIBR1Utl

BUm

process to be

,

completed;

it could not be claimed that the gassin was due to the

incomplete

evolution

of Phillips,
hydrogen

hydrogen

gases.

Applying

the melt may have been overpoled;

remained

the molten

of the reducing

dissolved

in the copper.

copper picked up sufficient

the theory t

and a large amount of

When the anode was poured,

oxygen to combine with the

in the form of steam which ejected the spray of copper from

the mold.
Since there was no charcoal covering to protect against absorption of furnace gases, the melt may have picked up critical amounts
of hydrogen,

sulfur dioxide, and water vapor.

If we assume that these

gases are soluble in the liquid copper and relatively
solid state, the separation

of hydrogen

dioxide could cause considerable

insoluble in the

as steam and sulfur as sulfur

gassing.

Finally, the CU20 may have reacted with the graphite mold to form
carbon monoxide.

Since corbon monoxide

is insoluble

in solid copper,

the gas had very little chance to escape since the copper solidified
a few seconds after pouring.

As the partial pressure

came greater than atmospheric

pressure,

tremendous

of the CO be-

the gas was subjected to

pressure by the freezing copper; and the result was ejec-

tion of copper from the mold.
Series No.3
A 3-kva induction furnace was used to melt the copper in a tengram fireclay crucible, which was cemented in the coil unit shovm in
figure 10.

The unit was water cooled and insulated between the second-

ary coil and the crucible ,vith mica and diatomaceous
phite mold used in series No.2

was preheated
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earth.

to temperatures

The graranging

from .50000.

down to near room temperature

range.

The melt, which was

Figure 10
at an estimated temperature

of 13000 0.; was deoxidized

0.1 gram of an alloy containing'l.5 per cent phosphorus
copper.

wi th- about
and 8.5per cent

The melt was exposed to the atmosphere.

Results
The anodes cast with the steel mold were all had cold sets; in
fact, as soon as the molten copper came into contact with the mold,
the copper froze.
The anodes cast w:Lth the graphite mold were generally unsound,
although

a few were acceptable.

The anodes exhibited

pecially

on the side adjacent to the mold.

gas voids, es-

The preheating

temperature

had no effect on the gassing.
Discussion
Table

4, page

20, indicated

that even air ~Qth a relative humidity

of 2.5per cent contains water vapor with a partial pressure
It is conceivable

of 2.3 mm.

that the melt could have dissolved water vapor to

such an extent that gassing occurred on freezing.
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Phosphorus

will reduce copper oxide according to the reaction:
,
2 P~

Phosphorus

trioxide is insoluble

face of the melt.

P203 +- 6 CU

3 CU20

in copper and will rise to the sur-

The a mount of phosphorus

on the oxygen content.

remaining

in the melt depends

Figure 11 shows the microstructure

of an anode

Figure 11
:Microstructure of Casting
Deoxidezer:
Phosphorus
Mag. 200 x Etch Potassium Dichromate
anode deoxidized ¥dth phosphorus.

Apparently

ficient oxygen so that all the phosphorus
Phosphonus

the melt contained

slagged off as the oxide.

is used in industry for the production
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suf-

of deoxidized

copper;

apparently

phosphorus

I

is not a factor in gassing, although it does

decrease the electrical

of copper (see table 6).

conductivity

Series No.4
A flat, open mold was machined

from a standard forsterite

(2MgO·Si02) using the same dimensions

as in previous molds,

was lined alundum cement and preheated
C.

Phosphorus

again was the deoxidizing

to a temperature

brick

The:mold

of about 10500

agent, and the only cover was

the lid of the crucible.
Results and Discussion
The first few anodes cast were excellent,
no gassing affect.

Subsequent

showing a level set and

casting resulted in erosion Qf the mold

at a point where the stream of molten copper came into contact with
the mold.

The casting ended with the anode being brazed to the surface

of the brick.

The fusion point of alundum is 20500 C; it is doubtful

if the alundum fused the copper to the brick.

Evidently the force of

the molten metal enabled the copper to penetrate
and attack the porous brick.
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the alundum

coating

CONCULSIONS
The size, shape, and material
the casting process.

of the mold all have an affect on

The volume of the mold was about 3 cubic inches;

the liquid copper as cast did not contain sufficient

heat to retain

the copper in the liquid state untill the pouring was complete.
circumvent

this trouble,

To

the melt and mold must be heated as high as

is possible.
Steel is unsuitable
deforming

at temperatures

material

for mold purposes,

as low as 5000 C.

softening

Graphite possibley

dized by the molten copper and gassing results.

If a refractory

and
is oximater-

ial is used for the mold, it must be quite dense.
Fire clay crucibles
at the temperatures
crucibles;

are not satifactory

they are used.

for holding the cOPPf3r

Copper has been melted in graphite

but in view of the trouble experienced

mold, some other type of material
Charcoal

is satisfactory

are taken against inclusions
used because

with the graphite

should be used.

as a deoxidizing
in the anode.

agent if precautions

Phosphorus

of its affect on the electrical

should not be

conductivity.

Poling

with green wood is difficult to control; the molten copper will spit
and eject drops of copper due to the moisture
green wood the matter of dissolved

in the wood.

gases becomes

acute.

must at the right pitch to realixe sound, dense anodes.
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Also with

The copper

RECOMlffiNDAT IONS

A vertical type of mold should be used, similar to the one used in
series No.1.

However, copper is suggested as the mold material as

it will not soften at high temperatures.

The mold should be preheated

to 10000 C. and lined with bone ash or lime.

The melt should be heated

to about 13000 C. and covered with a layer of charcoal.
arrangement

Some sort of

should be divised to pour the melt from the bottom of the

crucible so that the charcoal is not included in the anodes.
ing of the molten should be as rapid as possible,
should be as close to the mold as possible.
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POlIT-

and ti1e crucible
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